Literacy
As readers and writers we will learn to...

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development.




As friends we will learn to...




Always be kind to our friends, sharing and
communicating clearly.
Be confident when talking to others about our
experiences outside of nursery.
Understand of our feelings and be aware that are
actions and words can affect how people feel.

Communication and Language.
As communicators we will learn to...





Respond to and understand ‘how’ and ‘why
questions.
Use more complex sentences to explain our
ideas.
Use a range of tenses when speaking.
Listen to and respond to ideas expressed by
others in conversation or discussions.

Physical Development
As we grow we will learn to...






Copy some letters, within their name.
Experiment with different ways of moving.
Travel with confidence and skill when moving
under, over and through balancing and
climbing equipment.
Draw lines and circles using gross and fine
motor movements.



Seedlings Nursery
Medium Term Planning
Term 5 2018
In the topic children will learn
about:

Animals

This is a outline of learning for
the term, however the interests
and questions of the children
will take paramount and
planning will be adapted
accordingly.
Whilst this is an overview of the
learning, all learning is
differentiated to the individual
child to ensure appropriate
challenge and support.

Hold books and handle them carefully.
Understand that print carries meaning and in English
text is read from left to right and top to bottom.
Talk about the marks that they write and what they
mean to them.

Mathematics
As mathematicians we will learn to...





Show an interest in representing numbers
Recognise numbers up to 5/10 and match them to
a quantity.
Count objects from a larger group.
Use language to talk about the size of objects.

Knowledge and Understanding of the world
As scientists and explorers we will learn to…





Ask questions about the world around us.
Use talk to explain our ideas to others based on
plants, animals and natural objects.
Explore objects using our senses.
Complete simple programs on the computer

Expressing Arts and Designs
As artists we will learn to...

Explore how sounds can be changed.

Develop our drawing skills.

Create role play stories using props in
the nursery.

